High-order simulation techniques typically require high-quality curvilinear meshes. In most cases, mesh curving methods assume that the exact geometry is known. However, in some situations only a fine linear FEM mesh is available and the connection to the CAD geometry is lost. In other applications, the geometry may be represented as a set of scanned points. In this paper, two curving methods are described that take a piecewise fine linear mesh as input: a least squares approach and a continuous optimisation in the H 1 -seminorm. Hierarchic, modal shape functions are used as basis for the geometric approximation. This approach allows to create very high-order curvilinear meshes efficiently (q > 4) without having to optimize the location of non-vertex nodes. The methods are compared on two test geometries and then used to solve a Helmholtz problem at various input frequencies. Finally, the main steps for the extension to 3D are outlined.
Introduction
The impact of the geometric accuracy on the convergence of high-order discretization methods has been the subject of several studies in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . In [2] , Bassi et al. examine the influence of the geometry representation on the performance of a high-order DGM simulation of flow around obstacles. They conclude that small, even imperceptible inaccuracies in the normal description can lead to large errors in the final flow results. The impact of the normal accuracy on transient acoustics simulations is investigated in [3] . Both, linear and quadratic boundaries are compared, as well as a mixed approach, where the normal description in the boundary conditions is quadratic 10 while the geometric description remains linear. It is found that this mixed approach does not significantly reduce the error in the simulation. Full quadratic boundary treatment on the other hand leads to an improved accuracy, while the computational time increases only marginally. Dey et al. performed a theoretical analysis for second-order elliptic boundary value problems [4] , and obtained 15 that a geometric interpolation order of q ≥ p − 1 has to be applied in order to preserve the exponential p-convergence of the numerical error. Numerical tests for tension simulations on plates with a circular or elliptic hole are described in [5] , showing that the numerical error rapidly stagnates as the geometric inaccuracies becomes dominant. 20 This paper focuses on the Helmholtz equation, which is used for a wide variety of wave propagation applications. For this class of problems, the classical low-order FEM is known to suffer from pollution errors at high-frequency, and recent studies indicate that this can be effectively mitigated by resorting to higher-order polynomials in the solution basis (p-FEM) [6, 7] . However, p-FEM 25 typically requires coarser input meshes as compared to classical FEM, and this may lead to inaccurate boundary representations if a low-order (i.e. linear or quadratic) approximation is kept for the geometry. This becomes particularly stringent at high values of kh, when the wavenumber k and the mesh size h are such that a single element carries a significant portion of the wavelength. 30 However, it should be noted that the exact influence of the frequency on the geometric requirements for these type of problems is not well understood. Hence, an attempt is made in this paper to explore the relationship between the geometric discretisation error (GDE) and the geometry induced error (GIE) for Helmholtz scattering problems. The conclusions of this initial analysis provide 35 further motivation for employing efficient mesh curving methodologies for these applications.
Typically, high-order polynomial interpolation is used to obtain curved mesh boundaries. The generation and optimisation of high-order curvilinear meshes is an active field of research, and most methods fall in the a-posteriori curving 40 category (e.g. [8, 9] ). In this approach, a standard linear mesh is generated first, using well-established meshing algorithms. In a second step, the boundary of the linear mesh is curved towards the target geometry. Finally, optimisation and untangling procedures can be applied to increase the element quality and to obtain a valid mesh for numerical simulations.
In biomedical applications, geometries are often described by scanned data, that form a cloud of points [10] .
This paper hence focuses on the comparison of two a-posteriori curving methods that take a fine linear mesh as target curve. This target curve is called the 55 model mesh or Mmesh, and is denoted by M. As its only function is to provide an improved description of the geometric boundary, it is only a mesh of the domain boundary. The boundary of the coarse mesh that is curved iteratively is referred to as computational mesh or Cmesh, and is denoted by C. The number of Mmesh edges is denoted by n e M , the number of Cmesh edges by n e C . For the 60 curving methods, it is assumed that the vertices of the Cmesh form a subset of the Mmesh vertices. In a preprocessing step, the initial state of C could be obtained by applying a coarsening algorithm to M. The algorithm should ensure that areas of high curvature are less coarsened, whereas areas with low curvature allow for larger 65 Cmesh elements. This could prevent tangling that otherwise has to be treated in a postprocessing step. In this paper, only the curving algorithms are examined. The input C is assumed to be of appropriate mesh quality. Before the curving, Cmesh vertices are snapped onto nearby Mmesh vertices in order to fulfil the subset requirement. The principle of the Cmesh and Mmesh is illustrated in 70 Figure 1 .
In the extension to 3D, feature line treatment will be discussed as well. For this paper, the knowledge of the feature lines is assumed to be provided along with the mesh, e.g. in form of closed surfaces groups that are bounded by the feature lines. As for the Cmesh generation, feature lines could also be detected 75 in a preprocessing step (see e.g. [11] ). For the 2D curving, this additional data is not necessary, as feature points are expected to be covered by both, Mmesh and Cmesh vertices. The latter therefore won't be relocated during preprocessing and the curving process. Most a-posteriori curving methods proposed to date rely on high-order nodal 80 (Lagrange) shape functions (e.g. [8, 12, 13, 14] ). They consist in finding an appropriate nodal distribution in the curved elements to ensure (i) a good representation of the geometry and (ii) that the elements are untangled and exhibit acceptable aspect ratios. In this paper, we examine an alternative approach based on hierarchic Lobatto shape functions, which are normally used for the field variables approximation in p-FEM [15] . As opposed to the usual nodal Lagrange-based curvilinear mesh curving methods, the proposed approach is modal, in the sense that the fitted geometric coefficients do not correspond to specific node locations anymore. Two a-posteriori modal curving methods, initially introduced in [16] , are 90 further examined hereafter in 2D. The first method is a least squares approach, where only Mmesh vertices that lie on the exact geometry are used to describe the target curve. In the second method, the curved mesh is obtained from a global optimisation in the H 1 -seminorm. This optimisation takes full advantage of the δ-property of the Lobatto shape functions and hence does not include any 95 matrix inversion. However, it relies on the linearly interpolated Mmesh elements that only form an approximation of the underlying exact geometry. For both modal methods, the curving is done element-wise, i.e. one Cmesh element at a time. It is assumed that all Cmesh vertices coincide with Mmesh vertices. This leads to a straightforward assignment of Mmesh vertices and edges to the 100 Cmesh edges. The two proposed modal curving methods are evaluated and benchmarked against the nodal approach on two test cases: a unit circle described by 12 Cmesh elements, and a distorted ellipse, described by 20 Cmesh elements. For both examples, the geometric discretisation error (GDE) and its convergence 105 for an increasing geometric order q are reported. Afterwards, the curving algorithms are further tested by running a Helmholtz scattering problem on the curved meshes. The GDE-GIE relationship that was obtained with the nodallycurved meshes is checked and compared with the relationship obtained with the modally-curved meshes.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. The influence of the geometry representation on a Helmholtz problem is first assessed in Section 2. In Section 3, the two modal curving methods are introduced. Their ability to represent a given Mmesh boundary is assessed in Section 4. The curving methods are then further benchmarked in Section 5 by running a Helmholtz scattering simulation 115 on the curved meshes. The extension of the most promising method to 3D is outlined in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the paper and discusses future developments.
Quantifying the geometric error influence
Prior to introducing the proposed mesh curving methodologies, this section 120 examines the influence of the geometric representation on the accuracy of wave propagation problem, modelled by the Helmholtz equation.
Scattering test case
As benchmarking scenario, the scattering of a plane wave at a rigid cylinder of radius r s is considered. An analytical solution p ex for the pressure p can be provided [17] , which is the solution of the following Helmholtz problem with angular frequency ω and wave number k on the bounded domain Ω:
with Robin and Neumann boundary conditions on the outer boundary Γ o and scattering boundary Γ s respectively (see Figure 2 ). In all the remainder of the paper, parameters are made non-dimensional by setting the sound speed and density to unity. The corresponding Galerkin variational formulation consists in finding the solution p ∈ H 1 (Ω) such that
To generate the high-order nodally curved grids, the open-source software Gmsh [12] is used. The meshes are generated as follows: (i) the computational 125 domain Ω is first approximated by a set of non-overlapping straight sided triangular elementsΩ = Ne e=1 T e obtained from a classical Delaunay triangulation (ii) this initial linear mesh is then curved a-posteriori, using a nodal-curving approach of order q and (iii) the resulting high-order Lagrange elements are untangled and smoothed applying the algorithms described in [18, 19] .
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The variational formulation (1) is discretized using p-FEM [15] . The polynomial order p representing the unknown pressure field is taken in the range p = 1, 2, . . . , 10. High-order Gauss-Legendre quadrature is used for the evaluation of the different integrals.
For Helmholtz FE formulations, the integrand in the mass bilinear form is 135 typically polynomial. It can therefore be evaluated exactly using 2p + 2(q − 1). The stiffness term on the other hand involves a non-polynomial integrand (rational function), due to the presence of the Jacobian inverse in the field derivatives, which needs to be approximated by higher-order quadrature rules.
From numerical experiments, it was however found that a quadrature rule of 2p + 2(q − 1) was sufficient to minimize the quadrature error, as setting a higher quadrature rule did not allow to obtain more accurate solutions.
It is interesting to further examine how the proposed rule compares with results from previous studies. In particular, in Ref. [4] , Dey et al. examine the influence of the geometrical and quadrature errors on second order elliptic 145 boundary value problems, including Helmholtz. They conclude that, for the exponential convergence to be preserved with curved geometries, the integration order should be increased by p − 1. There, it is also stated that the geometric order verifies q ≥ p − 1 to reach optimal convergence of the global error. It is interesting to note that the proposed pragmatically-derived rule follows these 150 requirements: in the exponential convergence regime (q ≥ p − 1), a quadrature order elevation of 2(q − 1)) is always more conservative than what the theory suggests. Otherwise, in the pre-convergence regime (q < p − 1), the geometrical error becomes so dominant that the quadrature elevation only marginally influences the global result.
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It is worth emphasizing that the geometric order q = 1, 2, . . . , 4 and the field approximation order p = 1, 2, . . . , 10 are completely independent of each other and can be chosen separately.
Evaluation of the numerical error
The standard error evaluation procedure consists in integrating the differ-160 ence between the analytical and the numerical solution over the computational domainΩ using some norm (typically L 2 or H 1 ). However,Ω is not necessarily a subset of Ω, and as a result, this may lead to evaluating the analytical solution at quadrature points located inside the scatterer, i.e. outside of the computational domain (see Figure 3 (a)). To avoid this issue, a simple alterna-165 tive approach is proposed to evaluate the numerical error. The relative L 2 error, denoted E 2,R is evaluated along a ring located in the middle of the domain (see Figure 3 (b)). Since the mesh elements are not aligned with this interior contour, a trapezoidal rule is used to evaluate the integrals. The number of evaluation points for the integration is chosen in an adaptive way, to ensure appropriate 170 convergence for each configuration. As the theoretical error estimate is independent of any dimensions, it is expected that exponential convergence will be observed.
Geometric Discretisation Error (GDE) measure
Many different approaches have been proposed in the literature to measure 175 the quality of the geometric approximation. They can roughly be classified into three categories, namely normal-based, distance-based and area-based error measures.
The two standard distance-based measures are the Hausdorff-and the Fréchetdistance. Both are defined as two nested optimisations over the pointswise dis- tance between the two considered curves [20] . Therefore, their calculation is computationally costly [9] . In [14] , a variation of the Fréchet distance was introduced. It results in a continuously differentiable measure that can be used for optimisation based mesh curving.
Another, less computationally intensive alternative, is to resort to area-based 185 error measures. In Ref. [9] , the relation between the two measure types is explored on several numerical examples. It is observed that an optimisation with respect to the area-based measure leads also to a reduction of the Hausdorff distance. Normal-or curvature-based measures are less commonly used in the lit-190 erature. Most of them rely on pointwise associations of the two curves, and therefore depend on their corresponding parametrisations. They either consider the maximal angle deviation of the normals [21] or the mean and standard deviation [22] . In the latter paper, also the mean and standard deviation of the differences in the Gaussian and the mean curvatures are considered.
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Finding an optimal GDE measure that will fit every practical application on a given physical problem therefore remains a challenge. As pointed out by one of the reviewers, in many occasions, one or several pathological cases can be identified where the different GDEs may be proven defective and/or inconsistent. Let us consider a concrete example, illustrated in Figure 4 . Suppose the geom-200 etry is a circle of radius R and suppose the boundary mesh fits x = R cos(θ), y = R sin(θ) where R = R + a cos(nθ). Even if the radius perturbation a is small compared to R, by increasing n, the normal of the mesh will deviate more and more from the normal of the circle, leading to higher values in the normal-based GDE. However, by contrast, this will only loosely influence the 205 area-based GDE, as the area between the approximation and the exact circle will not vary significantly for increasing n values. It is also worth noting that the normal-based approach proves defective at n = 0, see Figure 4 (a). There, the circle normal is exactly represented at each point, although solving a scattering problem with this different circle will obviously deteriorate the global solution.
It is hence difficult to infer which indicator will be most representative of the actual geometrical error influence for a given Helmholtz problem. Other secondary factors may also be of influence, like the regularity of the approximation and the type or positioning of the acoustic sources. In this study, an area-based measure was chosen to monitor the geometric 215 accuracy. In practice, it is calculated as the surface area A between the approximated and the exact boundary Γ s , divided by the length of Γ s . The motivation behind this choice is that (by contrast to most normal-based approaches) the area-based measure is independent from the curve parametrisation. For the circle, the polar coordinate transformation provides an inverse of 220 the exact boundary's parametrisation, which can be used to calculate the area directly. Hence an approximation of both curves by a polygon, as proposed for instance in [9] is not necessary. Instead, parametrisations c i (s) andĉ i (s) of the two curves are constructed for each element i over the same reference interval s ∈ [s 0 , s 1 ].
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It can be shown that the following relation holds
when travelling along the parametrisation of the curves from s to s + ds. Applying linear Taylor series expansions of c i andĉ i and rearranging the formula, the following ordinary differential equation is obtained:
where c is the derivative of c. To get the area between the two curves over one element, Eq. (2) is solved for the initial value A i (s 0 ) = 0. The elementwise areas A i are then summed up to obtain the total area A = i A i . Finally, the relative geometric discretisation error (referred to as the GDE) is obtained by dividing A by the circumference of the circle GDE A = A /2πrs, as suggested in 230 [9] .
Numerical results and interpretation

Simulation results
To assess the influence of the geometric representation on the numerical error, p-convergence curves are first obtained at ω = 1 for a varying geometric 235 order q, see Figure 5 . Expectedly, as p is increased, the numerical model first converges exponentially. The loss of exponential convergence occurs at p * = q +1, in accordance with the theroretical analysis performed in [4] . The decrease in the numerical error slows down and, in most cases, the stagnation appears at p = q + 2. In the absence of other possible sources of error, this stagnation 240 level is identified as the geometric induced error (GIE). The GIE decreases for increasing geometric order q, which is in accordance with results previously described in the literature [5, 23] . Furthermore, as expected, applying an h-refinement leads to a rapid decrease of the GIE and this h-convergence rate is much larger for higher order meshes. It is, however, 245 striking to note that the GIE is very marginally improved when going from a quadratic (q = 2) to a cubic (p = 3) geometric representation. This odd-even trend is also visible in the corresponding GDE A plots, which are not reported here for conciseness. This will be commented further in Section 4.1.
The input frequency also plays an important role. In Figure 6 , results for 250 simulations with two different angular frequencies ω are compared. The GIE increases substantially with increasing frequencies, such that the stagnation level is sometimes not even obtained within the plotted p values. This confirms the intuitive statement that high-frequency simulations are more sensitive to geometric inaccuracies. 255 
GDE-GIE relationship
The stagnation levels or GIEs are now evaluated for an extensive number of configurations, with varying frequencies ω ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6, . . . , 30, 32, 64} and mesh size n e C ∈ {8, 12, 16, . . . , 72, 76, 80}. The data sets obtained from these calculations are reported in Figure 7 (a). Simulation results that did not reach 260 the stagnation stage and for which the GIE cannot be firmly evaluated are discarded from the evaluations.
For a fixed ω, the plots show a linear dependency between log 10 (Ẽ 2 ) and log 10 (GDE), with almost no dependency on the geometric order q. With increasing frequency, an offset is added to the relationship which changes the intercept. This offset is shown to logarithmically depend on the frequency ω. Combining these observations, a linear model of the form log 10 (Ẽ 2 ) ≈ β const + β geo log 10 (GDE) + β ω log 10 (ω)
is fitted to the data using the statistical software R [24] . This model can be rearranged as a non-linear model of the form
The parameters β i and the values of the adjusted R 2 of the model are given in Table 1 .
1.3846 1.0106 1.2314 0.9975 Table 1 : Parameter values obtained for the fitted GDE-GIE model (3), and the corresponding value of the adjusted R 2 .
As an indicator of the quality of the regression model, the statistical parameter R 2 measures how much of the variance in the data is explained by the model. It is defined as
with the i-th entry d i of the data vector d, the meand of the vector d, and the ith fitted valued i of the model (see [25] ). In the given case, d i corresponds to the error GIEẼ 2 of the i th simulation. Note that the definition in (5) is only valid in the case of uncorrelated residuals. This assumption is verified by examining the residuals against fitted plot. It is found to be well behaved, which confirms the reliability of the R 2 measure (it is not reported here for conciseness). We provide here the adjusted R 2 :
which takes into account the sample size m, and the number of parameters n β 265 corresponding to non-constant explanatory variables. A value ofR 2 = 0.9975 is obtained, which indicates that the proposed GDE-GIE regression model (3) provides an excellent fit to the set of simulation data (see Figure 7 (b)). Figure 7 : Plots of (a) a subset of the data set used for fitting the GIEẼ 2 against the GDE and (b) the fitting of the GIEẼ 2 against the GDE with model (3). In (a), the different colors represent the geometric order of the mesh, while the different shapes represent the ω value of the simulations.
This model infers that the GIE, i.e. the accuracy that can be expected from a given acoustics simulation increases linearly with the GDE. Furthermore, for 270 a fixed GDE (i.e. for a given geometric approximation), the GIE is found to vary sup-linearly with the frequency (power of 1.25 approximately).
Simple physical considerations may be introduced to justify the latter observation. Consider the reflection of a plane wave impinging a solid wall at normal incidence. Consider now that the wall is artificially shifted to shorten or elon-275 gate the domain. The inexact location of the scatterer leads to a phase shift in the solution, which is proportional to the frequency. Intuitively, on this onedimensional problem, the expected behaviour is hence that, for a fixed GDE, the resulting numerical error will grow linearly with the frequency. However, in the provided 2D configuration, the additional complexity in the frequency dependence is thought to be brought by the presence of more complex scattering patterns, from e.g. normal discontinuities at inter-element junction or creeping waves along the scatterer. In practice, the super-linear dependence implies that the GDE should be divided by approximately 2.5 when doubling the frequency, in order to ensure an equivalent convergence of the global error.
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This analysis provides a strong motivation for the introduction of high-order geometric representations. The next section presents two mesh curving methods that can be applied in order to ensure that the GDE error is controlled effectively.
Modal Curving methods
290
In this Section, two modal mesh curving algorithms are introduced, followed by a presentation of the blending method.
Motivations
As described in the introduction, the objective pursued here is to propose some strategies to efficiently curve a coarse linear Cmesh to approach a fine 295 linear mesh, represented by the Mmesh (see Figure 1 ).
Each curved C element is described as a linear combination
of curving order q, with a polynomial basis {b i } nq i=1 and coefficients α i . These coefficients will be determined by the curving processes described in this paper.
where L i (ξ) is the i th Legendre polynomial. These polynomials are also called Lobatto polynomials and have several interesting properties which justify their consideration [15] :
• In 2D, the basis functions fulfill the equation
which is referred to as the δ-property. It is based on the orthogonality 300 of the Legendre shape functions in the L 2 -norm. This leads to explicit formulas for the interpolation coefficients α i , if they are obtained by optimisation in the H 1 -seminorm. In 3D, this property is not conserved for triangular face shape functions, but the construction of orthonormal bubble shape functions is described in [26] . This paper only considers 2D 305 cases. • The shape functions form hierarchical bases. Together with the δ-property, this results in hierarchical coefficients α i , meaning that for every q increment, only one additional α i needs to be evaluated. • Furthermore, the Lobatto bases are modal bases, in the sense that they do 310 not rely on specific nodal positions. This may simplify the embedding of the curved boundary for full simulation meshes. For nodal approaches, the location of element interior nodes has to be obtained from an optimization procedure during or after the curving (see for instance [27] ). With a modal basis, such an "interior" optimization (controlled by the coefficients for the 315 face shape functions or the mesh internal edges) is not always required, provided the element with curved boundary edges is valid and of adequate quality. In combination with the hierarchical property, the modal property also allows for local variations of the mesh curving order (i.e. local qrefinements).
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The geometric polynomial approximationf (ξ) in Equ. (6) can be split up into a known linear interpolation and the interpolation with higher-order shape functions. The linear interpolation is fully described by the Cmesh vertex positions p 1 = (p 1,x , p 1,y ) and p 2 = (p 2,x , p 2,y ) that lie on the exact geometry. Therefore, the α 0 and α 1 are known and only α j for j = 2, . . . , q for the higher-order shape functions have to be determined. The interpolation with the non-linear shape functions will be called the polynomial deflection
Two different strategies are proposed to obtain the unknown interpolation coefficients α i . These two strategies are referred to as the least-squares modal curving and the H 1 modal curving. They are introduced hereafter.
Least-squares modal curving
The first curving method aims at approaching the Mmesh vertices by min-325 imizing their distance to the corresponding points on the Cmesh using a leastsquares technique. With this approach, only the points on the exact geometry are taken as the target (i.e. the M cloud of points), as the Mmesh vertices lie on the exact geometry. A similar strategy using Bézier curves is described in [10] .
For the curving of a single Cmesh element, the n corresponding Mmesh vertices (x i , y i ) are approximated by the polynomialf = q j=0 α j l j . The co-efficients α j are determined such that they fulfill the following minimisation problem:
where
is the parameter corresponding to (x i , y i ) for a parametrisation based on the length h j of the j-th Mmesh element on the Mmesh arc.
The least-squares approach then leads to a linear system of equations Aα = b. Both the x-and y-coordinate are described independently, which leads to two independent linear systems, one for each coordinate, with α i = (α i,x , α i,y ). The system for the x-coordinate is shown below (subscript x is dropped for readability):
The system solved for the y-coordinate follows analogously.
H 1 modal curving
A second modal-based curving method is introduced, where a projection-335 based interpolation [15] is applied to obtain the α i coefficients in the polynomial description of the curved edges. Thereby, the δ-property (7) of the Lobatto shape functions is used, by considering an optimisation in the H 1 -seminorm. By contrast to the previously introduced method, which only considers the M cloud of points, this approach requires a continuous curve as target. In this 340 study, a simple linear interpolation of the Mmesh vertices is considered.
The difference between the target curve and the approximating curve is minimised in each coordinate independently. Only the formula for the x-coordinate is presented hereafter, showing the approximation of the target f x byf x . The polynomial approximation of the y-coordinate follows analogously and will result 345 in an additional set of α i -values. Similarly tof (ξ) in Eq. (8), the parametrisation of the target curve can be split up into a linear part and a deflection d.
Here, d is generally non-polynomial and depends on the Mmesh vertices of the target segment.
The polynomial approximation is done in the H 1 -seminorm by finding α i such that
The modal coefficients α k that solve the minimisation problem have to satisfy
which can be reformulated as
The calculation of the α k coefficients depends on the parametrisation of the Mmesh arc that forms the target curve. For this, a physical length based parametrisation will be considered. The lengths of the subintervals in the reference space are adapted to the lengths of the Mmesh elements. The resulting formula for the α k is
with n the number of Mmesh vertices on the Mmesh arc, h j the lengths of the 350 j-th Mmesh element on the Mmesh arc, and ξ i the parameter corresponding to the i-th Mmesh vertex on the Mmesh arc as defined above.
Blending method
The two curving methods previously introduced provide a parametrization of the curved C elements along the boundary. Nevertheless, they do not provide 355 any description of the geometric transformation inside the domain. This is required for evaluating the Jacobians of the neighbouring curved triangles (see Figure 1 (c)). This additional step is referred to as blending and follows the idea of the Lobatto shape functions construction [15] .
Elements with a curved edge are represented by a mapping from the reference triangle to the physical space of the form
where the first term is the linear mapping of the straight sided edges defined by the vertices x i with ϕ vi T the usual vertex Lobatto shape functions in the triangle (see [15] ), and κ ei maps the edge e i and has the property
with d ei (ξ ei ) = f ei c (ξ ei ) − f ei s (ξ ei ) the difference between the actual, possibly curved edge f ei c and the straight sided edge f ei s . The auxiliary variableξ ei ∈
, with λ i (ξ, η) the standard Barycentric coordinates of the triangle and λ 4 = λ 1 . It is applied to define the 2D edge shape functions along edge e i
.
They vanish on all edges other than e i and their trace along e i corresponds to l j (see [15] ). From this construction it follows for the x-component of κ ei
for the y-component is constructed analogously. The resulting formula of the reference mapping is
It forms the geometric representation of the simulation domain. The geometric description of the element enters the simulation equations in form of its Jacobians which can be easily calculated from the formula of f i . If more than one triangle edge is curved, as it is e.g. necessary to prevent tangled elements, 365 the formula remains the same. The coefficients of each edge enter the equation independently. Note again that no nodes have to be placed for the modal blending. This is an advantage compared to mesh curving methods based on Lagrange polynomials, for which the positioning of interior nodes typically requires a careful treatment 370 (see e.g. [27] ).
Comparison of the methods
The two modal-based curving methods are now benchmarked on two geometries, namely the unit circle and a distorted ellipse. The quality of the resulting curved boundary C is assessed by measuring the geometric discretization error 375 GDE for each configuration.
Circle test case
The performance of the two methods is first examined on the unit circle geometry. As a reference, high-order nodally curved meshes are also generated, using Gmsh, following the approach described in Section 2.1. In order to ensure step is applied. For each Cmesh vertex the closest Mmesh vertex in Euclidean distance is determined and the position of the Cmesh vertex is adjusted to fall together with the Mmesh vertex. For thin geometries the application of the Euclidean distance instead of the geodesic distance could generally lead to an 385 invalid Cmesh. Here it is assumed that the Mmesh is refined enough to prevent this. In practice, a refinement of the same size as the geometry thickness should be sufficient, as the maximal distance from a Cmesh vertex to its closest Mmesh vertex is one half of the Mmesh element size. The accuracy of the resulting curved meshes is assessed by measuring the distance to the exact geometry 390 (and not to the target mesh), using the parametric area-based GDE measure Eq. (2) introduced in Section 2.3.
For the interpretation of the results, it is useful to introduce the so-called MpC ratio, defined as
and representing the element size ratio between the refined target Mmesh and the coarse linear Cmesh. Figure 8 shows q-convergence results of GDE A for the two proposed curving 395 methods with 12 Cmesh elements. The results for the high-order Lagrange elements, obtained using the exact geometry as target curve, are included as a reference.
Stagnation is observed for the q-convergence curves for the H 1 modal curving approach. With increasing MpC, the stagnation onset shifts to higher q and the 400 stagnation level decreases. From this behaviour it is deduced that the stagnation is introduced and controlled by the geometric accuracy of M. With increasing q, the approximation of M becomes more accurate and the difference between M and the exact circle becomes the dominating error. As this error is fixed with the Mmesh size, the overall error stagnates.
Finally, the results with the least squares approach are shown in Figure  8(b) . As the method considers only the geometrically exact Mmesh vertices, the linear interpolation in between vertices is not taken into account. Therefore, the stagnation induced by the inaccuracy of the Mmesh is overcome. However, it should be emphasized that the method demands Mmesh refinement of q elements 410 per Cmesh element in order to be valid.
It is worth emphasizing that the q-convergence of all methods shows an oddeven stepwise behaviour. For q = 2k and q = 2k + 1, nearly the same GDE A values are observed.
This behaviour is found to be specific to the circle, as it is not observed on other geometries (see Section 4.2). An intuitive explanation is that it is linked to the symmetry of the circle arcs over each element, but this could not yet be confirmed by simple numerical experiments.
It is now worth examining the computational costs of the modal curving method. Even with the considered implementation in Matlab and a high Mmesh 420 refinement, the CPU time for the calculation of the α values is a fraction of a second (∼ 0.1s for MpC = 500, ∼ 0.15s for MpC = 1000) for both methods. It is therefore considered negligible compared to the CPU time for the acoustic simulations. 
Distorted ellipse
Geometry and meshes
As a second, more realistic test case, a distorted ellipse is considered. The same geometry was also tested in [28] . It is obtained by adding cosine perturbations (bumps) along the curve of a high aspect ratio ellipse
with radii r x = 0.5, r y = 5. The number of bumps is set to n b = 10 and their 430 height to h b = 0.1. The resulting geometry is shown in Figure 9 (a). In real-life applications, the meshes are not expected to be regularly sized. Therefore, the linear meshes on the distorted ellipse are randomly perturbed using n v uniformly distributed pseudo random values γ i chosen in the interval [− 1 /(3nv), 1 /(3nv)], where n v is the number of equidistant nodes. The final refer-435 ence nodes are obtained as θ i =θ i + γ i , withθ i = (i−1)π /(nv−1) equally spaced in [0, π]. The mesh vertices are then calculated with the parametrisation (10). This constructs the upper half of the geometry. For the other half, θ i + π are mapped onto the physical space. The resulting curve is closed using γ 1 = γ nv = 0. As in the circle test case, the Cmesh vertices are finally snapped onto the closest 440 Mmesh vertices before the actual curving.
GDE measure for the comparison
In the initial circle test case, the GDE error was evaluated by measuring the area between the Cmesh and the exact geometry. Here, we consider that the exact geometry is not available and directly compute the area between the Cmesh and the target curve M. The latter is measured by dividing the space between M and C into sufficiently small convex quadrangles Q i = q i,1 , q i,2 , q i,3 , q i,4 with respective area
The quadrangles' size is determined adaptively for each configuration to reach convergence for each configuration. Finally, a relative global GDE measure is obtained by summing over all quadrangles' areas and dividing by the length l M of M:
The change in the target curve from the exact geometry to the Mmesh is motivated by the fact that there is no explicit inverse of the parametrisation for the distorted ellipse. In the circle case, the inverse parametrisation was used 445 in the implementation of the GDE calculation. Furthermore, on realistic test cases, a parametrisation of the geometry may not be available.
Numerical results
The number of Cmesh elements is set to n e C = 20. The number of Mmesh elements n e M is varied from 198 to 7998. Figure 9(b) shows the linear Cmesh. As observed on the circle test case, the curves for different Mmesh sizes coincide for small q values. Also, the stagnation levels are obtained for larger q values as the target Mmesh is refined. As expected for this more general geometry, odd and even order shape functions contribute to a similar extent.
The two modal curving methods converge as expected and show similar q-convergence rates. For the coarsest tested Mmeshes, the order restriction of the least squares model can be observed. In these cases, the number of Mmesh vertices is not high enough to robustly determine the α i . Note that for the coarser Mmeshes, the least squares seems to obtain less accurate results. 465 However, it should be emphasized that the GDE is measured here with respect to the Mmesh.
Helmholtz scattering with modally curved meshes
The boundary meshes that resulted from the two proposed curving methods are extended to 2D domain meshes by using the blending technique described 470 in Section 3.4 and benchmarked on a Helmholtz scattering problem. The GDE-GIE relationship obtained in Section 2 is then tested against scattering data obtained on the modally curved circle and the distorted ellipse.
Scattering at the rigid cylinder (2D)
To benchmark the methods, the diffraction of a plane wave by a rigid cylin-475 der, presented in Section 2, is used.
Results
The numerical error follows the definition in Section 2.2. The results are depicted in Figure 11 , along with reference results obtained on meshes that were nodally curved using Gmsh, up to q = 4. The Figures show p-convergence 480 curves for varying curving orders q = 1, 2, . . . , 10.
The results show the expected behaviour: (i) with increasing field order p the simulation error decreases until reaching the GIE and (ii) the GIE decays for increasing q values, in an irregular odd-even fashion (owing to the problem symmetry). Results for both, MpC = 100 and MpC = 5000 are presented to 485 examine the influence of the Mmesh accuracy. For the H 1 modal approach and MpC = 100, the stagnation levels of higher q orders fall together. As the refinement is increased to MpC = 5000, the curves separate and lower stagnation levels are achieved for higher q values. This matches the results of Section 4.1, where it is shown that for coarse MpC-refinements, the inaccuracy of the target 490 M dominates the accuracy of the curving method and leads to higher GDE values. The corresponding plots with the least squares approach show that the MpC-refinement has no significant effect on the simulation accuracy. This also matches the GDE results of Section 4.1. Figure 12 shows the numerical error for p = 10 for increasing frequencies for 495 each q-order. A highly refined target mesh is chosen with MpC = 5000. The reference nodally-curved Gmsh results are also shown (black marks). The modal least squares and the reference behave more or less similarly. However, the H 1 modal approach leads to generally better simulation results. This is visible especially on the lower frequency range on cubic (q = 3) and 500 quartic (q = 4) meshes. We recall that the H 1 modal curving is based on the optimisation of the simulations, the scattering direction is affected by the normal direction of the geometry. It is assumed that the reduced numerical error are caused by an 505 optimised normal representation obtained with the continuous H 1 -optimisation. This superiority is not observed anymore for q ≥ 5, when the inaccuracy of the target Mmesh becomes the dominating factor. Further MpC-refinement, or better continuous reconstruction of the M cloud of points is expected to overcome this stagnation and to allow even more improvement in the simulation 510 results.
For high ω values, another effect prevails on the field error. Especially for n e C = 12, the p-convergence curves did not yet stagnate for the plotted p = 10. The geometric accuracy is not dominating the error and no comparison of the influence of the curving methods on the field error can be drawn from these 515 data points.
GDE-GIE relationship
In Section 2.4.2, the GDE-GIE-relationship was only considered for simulations on nodally curved meshes obtained with Gmsh. Now the identified model is tested for simulations on meshes curved with the H 1 and the least squares modal approaches described in Section 3. As before, the GIE is defined as the stagnation value in the q-convergence plots (see e.g. Figure 11 ). Figure 13 shows the full data set for the H 1 modal curving. Most of the data points follow the expected linear behaviour. The data points for order q = 3 as well as some for q = 4 are standing out which correpond to the cases of 525 improved simulation results discussed in the last Section. This indicates that the area based GDE measure does not cover all the information needed to explain the GIE-GDE relationship. It is assumed that the missing GDE component is linked to the deviation of the normal direction between the exact geometry and the approximation. As part of a future work, a possible measure would be the 530 maximal or mean angle between the exact and the approximated normal, as described in [21, 22] . A drawback of these measures is their dependency on the curve parametrisations, as the angles are compared pointwise.
The remaining data for orders q ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} as well as the full data set of the least squares curving are tested with the model described in Eq.
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(3). Both data sets and the corresponding fits are shown in Figure 14 . The model parameters β i of the fits as well as the adjusted R 2 are presented in Table  2 . The two parameters β geo and β ω that model the influence of the GDE and of the frequency ω are close to those obtained with the results on the nodally curved meshes. Compared to the nodal results, significantly smaller values are 540 obtained for the the offset parameter β const . This means that, neglecting the effects for q = 3 and q = 4 for the H 1 modal curving, the modally curved meshes lead to better simulation results for the same area-based GDE measure. Table 2 : Parameter values of the fits of model (3) to the numerical error evaluation and GDE definitions for simulations on directly modally curved meshes of orders q ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, for simulations on meshes curved with the modal least squares approach of orders q ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 10}, and the corresponding values of the adjusted R 2 . The parameter values obtained for the nodally curved meshes with q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are provided as reference.
Scattering on the distorted ellipe
The GDE-GIE relationship is now examined when solving a Helmholtz scattering problem on the distorted ellipse. This will allow to determine whether the previously drawn conclusions also apply to more complex cases.
Test case and reference solution
The domain Ω chosen for the simulation is shown in Figure 15 , with r x = 2 and r y = 7. The incident field is defined as a plane wave p i = exp(−ikx) 550 with wavenumber k, travelling in positive x-direction. The numerical set-up is very similar to the one proposed for the rigid cylinder scattering, except that, in the absence of analytical solution, the reference solution is obtained from an overkilled simulation. The latter is obtained as follows: a highly refined quadratic mesh of size h = 10 −3 is first generated on the boundary to minimize 555 the geometric error. The mesh size is then relaxed towards the domain outer surface, where a 10-element layered Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) [29] is generated, in order to absorb all outgoing waves with minimal spurious reflections. For optimal efficiency, the element order is adjusted locally using the a priori error indicator described in [7] , with a target L 2 -error of 10 −8 %. The reference 560 solution obtained at ω = 4 and ω = 16 is shown in Figures 15(b) and 15(c) respectively. The field error is evaluated as the relative L 2 -error with respect to this reference solution along an ellipse with r x = 1.25 and r y = 6.
GDE-GIE relationship
The data and the fitted model are shown in Figure 16 . Table 3 The model fit is not as good as it was for the circular geometry, however the general model trend is still observed, including the sup-linear dependency in ω. This further confirms that the evaluation of the area based GDE towards the Mmesh is a reasonable choice, provided that the Mmesh is sufficiently refined.
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Note that from q = 3 to q = 4, a drop of the field error is observed in the data. This is similar to the drop in the data for q = 3, 4 in Figure 13 and could therefore coincide with the already described area-based GDE model limitation. The missing aspect of the normal approximation becomes more significant for this more intricate geometry with increased complexity in the 575 scattering structure.
Extension to 3D
In this paper, the algorithms were described and tested only for 2D geometries. The main steps for the extension of the methods to 3D are explained in this section. For a 3D geometry, the boundary forms a surface which we as-580 sume to be linearly triangulated. As in the 2D case we consider a coarse linear Cmesh and a fine linear Mmesh as curving target, where the Cmesh vertices form a subset of the Mmesh vertices (see Fig. 17 ). Again, the advantageous property of the modal Lobatto shape functions can be exploited. In 3D their approximation basis is organized into vertex, edge, 585 face and bubble shape functions [15] . Edge shape functions contribute only on the local edge and vanish on the neighbouring edges. Similarly, all face shape functions contribute only on the face interior and vanish on the element vertices and edges. Finally, bubble shape functions are only active inside the volume elements and vanish on the element boundaries. These properties of the shape 590 functions can be exploited to determine the curving coefficients. The edges are curved first, then the face interior shape functions are added to the boundary element deformation. Finally the bubble shape functions contribution is taken into account through the blending.
In 2D, the Mmesh arc over a single Cmesh element is bounded by the M 595 vertices coinciding with the C vertices. In 3D, the edge target curves for the Cmesh edges do in general not fall together with Mmesh edges. Instead, they are defined as the intersection between the plane in Cmesh edge normal direction and the triangles in the Mmesh. The resulting target curve is still piecewise linear and the edge curving itself follows the 2D algorithms.
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At this step, the treatment of feature lines can be introduced. A feature line is a contour line on the geometry that may not be smoothed out during the curving step. In Figure 17 , the feature lines are indicated in red. We assume that edges that fall on a feature line are marked as such on both M and C. Then, the target of a C edge on a feature line is simply defined by the corresponding 605 Mmesh vertices on the feature line.
For the curving of the triangular face, all Mmesh vertices are considered that fall between the edge target curves of the edges bounding the face. The resulting target surface is a piecewise linear, triangulated surface. To find a parametrisation of the triangular face, mean value coordinates (see [30] ) are 610 used. They are length ratio and angle ratio preserving and correspond to the idea of length-based parametrisation in 2D.
As previously mentioned, the δ-property does not hold for the standard triangle face shape functions as they are introduced in [15] . This means that no explicit formula can be found for the corresponding face α values in the H 1 615 optimisation-based algorithms used in the H 1 modal approach. Instead, a linear system has to be solved for the face curving. Alternatively, orthogonalised shape functions may be used [26] .
Summary, conclusions, and future work
In the first part of this paper, the influence of geometry representation on 620 the accuracy of a simple Helmholtz exterior problem was examined. Based on intensive numerical calculations, a statistical model was provided which relates the geometry induced numerical errors (GIE) to the corresponding area-based geometric discretisation error (GDE). This model inferred that the GIE varies (i) linearly with the GDE and (ii) sup-linearly with the frequency ω.
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In a second part, two 2D curving modal methods were proposed: a least squares approach and a H 1 -seminorm optimisation (called H 1 modal method). Unlike the usual nodal high-order (Lagrange) methods, the proposed algorithms are based on the approximation of the curve using hierarchical, modal shape functions. A blending method is also described which allows to propagate the 630 curved boundaries towards the domain discretization seamlessly (i.e. without requiring to run any optimization)
The two methods were compared. The main drawback of the H 1 modal approach relates to the stagnation due to the Mmesh accuracy. A preprocessing step running a mesh reconstruction method for the Mmesh before the curving could improve this, similar to what is proposed in [10] . The advantage of least squares, using only exact points, is clearly observed for the circle test case. It becomes less distinct though on the more complicated geometry. Also, if the Mmesh becomes too coarse, the least squares approach may become unstable. Note that the here considered least squares method is only a basic approach.
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There exist techniques to potentially avoid instabilities, such as applying Legendre polynomials with constrains for the polynomial interpolation. Another one would be to use optimised node distributions (e.g. Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre nodes) by allowing inexact target points along the interpolated Mmesh. Since the H 1 curving approach bypasses the instabilities as well, further optimizations 645 on the least squares approach were not considered and the focus was shifted to the H 1 -seminorm optimisation.
A general improved level of numerical error for a given geometric accuracy is observed for the modally curved meshes in comparison with the nodally curved meshes. Besides this, the GIE further drops for simulations on modally curved 650 meshes. It is assumed that this is linked to the improved description of the normal direction that is caused by the H 1 -seminorm optimisation.
Under the assumption of a highly refined target mesh, the H 1 modal method is considered the most promising approach. It shows the expected stagnation of the GDE due to the inaccuracy in the target curve, but otherwise converges 655 with the best obtained order. Furthermore, it does not show instabilities for coarse Mmeshes.
In this paper, the aspect of mesh validity and quality was not considered. When the element edge (in 2D) or edges and faces (in 3D) on the boundary are curved, tangling can occur, leading to invalid elements. Many mesh untangling 660 and smoothing algorithms are available in the literature, see e.g. [9, 31, 32] . For the described modal approaches, an optimisation-based algorithm could be applied, as suggested in [33, 34] , in order to find optimal coefficients to curve the internal edges (2D) or edges/faces (3D). For an enhanced control on the element quality, coefficients for element interior shape functions (i.e. bubble 665 shape functions) should be included.
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